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For political scientists and for policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic, the
end of the Cold War raised profound questions about the future of the North
Atlantic Alliance – whether it would continue to exist, whether it would contin-
ue to play a significant role, and, if it survived and continued to play a signifi-
cant role, what that role would be and what capabilities would be needed to per-
form it. Since June 2001, the administration of President George W. Bush has
weighed in on these questions. What has emerged has been an extraordinarily
coherent if not entirely unproblematic set of propositions about the nature of
NATO, the role it needs to play in the world, and how the Alliance and its capa-
bilities will have to evolve.

The new American vision of NATO, as explained in a steady flow of
statements, speeches, and documents released by top administration figures,
including the President himself, is remarkable not only for the way it diagnoses
the present situation but for the way it reinterprets the history of U.S.–European
relations and for the vision it offers of the road ahead for the free world. To
comprehend fully the Bush Administration’s conception of NATO, it is thus
important to look at what the administration has to say about the past and the
future, as well as at what it is saying about current U.S. policy preferences.

This examination of the Bush Administration’s vision of NATO – past,
present, and future – is a useful exercise for a number of reasons. For the Bush
Administration, as for its predecessors, NATO is very much the cornerstone of
U.S.–European relations. Understanding how it conceives of NATO is thus crit-
ical to understanding its thinking about why and how Western democracies can
and must work together. Equally important, it reveals the administration’s think-
ing about the existential and immediate challenges Western societies face. An
examination of the administration’s views regarding NATO is, in other words,
an ideal window for examining the administration’s larger conception of how a
liberal, democratic world order is to be built.

From Warsaw to Prague

In June 2001, with the November 2002 NATO Summit in Prague already on the
horizon, President Bush traveled to Europe. For a number of important symbol-
ic reasons, the President chose Warsaw as the location for a major policy
address on the future of NATO. In Warsaw he explained his administration’s
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views on the critical questions of NATO enlargement, NATO’s role in the
Balkans, and NATO’s engagement with Russia, and implicitly set out the
administration’s agenda for the Prague Summit. In both symbolic and practical
terms, the Warsaw speech was neatly framed: two days before, the President
was in Brussels addressing NATO, and the day after he flew to Ljubljana,
Slovenia to meet with Russian President Vladimir Putin for the first time. 

In the seventeen months between Warsaw and Prague, the administra-
tion developed and refined its thinking and its message, but, despite the trau-
matic events of 11 September 2001, it never departed in any significant way
from the conception of a transformed Atlantic Alliance that was enunciated in
Warsaw. The first meeting of the NATO–Russia Council in May 2002 and, more
importantly, the Prague Summit – which resulted in invitations to seven Eastern
European nations to join NATO – were important steps forward in operational-
izing America’s new vision of the Atlantic relationship.

As the U.S. Ambassador to NATO explained on the eve of the Prague
Summit, “our view is at once simple and yet far-reaching: we want the Prague
Summit to launch a whole-scale transformation of the NATO Alliance for the
twenty-first century. The old NATO served us well, but our task now is to build
a transformed Alliance that can extend the peace and our common security for
the next generation of Europeans and Americans.”1 This transformation
involved the three new priorities enunciated by the Bush administration – new
members, new relationships, and new capabilities – and a broadening of
NATO’s agenda from continental concerns to global ones.

Continuity and Change

Perhaps the single most important thing to realize about the Bush
Administration’s understanding of NATO is that, in its view, the struggle in
which NATO is engaged is not one between social or economic systems, or
between ways of life, or between civilizations. In the final analysis, it is not a
competition between capitalism and socialism, or between liberalism and com-
munism, or between West and East. At times, of course, it may take any of these
forms. Ultimately, however, it is a struggle between good and evil. This, accord-
ing to the current administration’s view, is a struggle that has spanned the ages.
The particular form or identity the adversary takes may change – that is, evil has
many faces – but the fundamental opposition of good and evil, of freedom on
the one hand and tyranny and oppression on the other, is unchanging.

This is the first great perceived continuity that shapes the thinking of
the Bush Administration. The second is America itself, and its relationship with
Europe. Three important elements of putative American constancy in its transat-
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lantic dealings can be identified. The implication in each case is that constancy
in the past implies constancy in the present and constancy in the future.

First, in the Bush Administration’s account of history, America’s faith
in a free Europe never wavered. While the United States may have acquiesced
in certain evils – it may have stood aside when the Western powers appeased
Hitler at Munich, and it may have participated in the division of Europe at Yalta
– in its heart it always knew these steps were wrong and would not stand. In the
end, of course, this faith triumphed, as faith inevitably does. Speaking in
Vilnius, for example, the President said, “Many doubted that freedom would
come to this country, but the United States always recognized an independent
Lithuania. We knew that this continent would not remain divided. We knew that
arbitrary lines drawn by dictators would be erased, and those lines are now
gone.”2

Second, in the administration’s telling, America’s commitment to the
Atlantic partnership, a partnership based on this common faith, never weakened
and was never called into doubt – and by implication can never weaken or be
doubted in the future. Neither dangers nor petty arguments have threatened or
will ever threaten it. “These trans-Atlantic ties,” the President proudly claimed
at Warsaw, “could not be severed by U-boats. They could not be cut by check-
points and barbed wire. They were not ended by SS-20s and nuclear blackmail.
And they certainly will not be broken by commercial quarrels and political
debates.”3

Speaking three hours earlier, National Security Advisor Condoleezza
Rice underscored this extraordinary American constancy and the logical conclu-
sion to be drawn from it, explaining that “the point that he [the President] has
been making is that Europe is changing, Europe has been changing, it’s chang-
ing for the better – but the one thing that will not change is the American com-
mitment to Europe, the American commitment to partnership with Europe, and
the American commitment to the fact that that partnership gives us an opportu-
nity to do many extraordinary things in the world.”4

NATO is both the seal and the keystone of this permanent U.S. com-
mitment to the Atlantic relationship. “There is,” Under-Secretary of State Marc
Grossman explained, “no greater example of the strong and enduring ties
between Europe and America than the NATO Alliance. For more than half a
century it has been the indispensable link between our peoples, ensuring our
common security and uniting us in pursuit of a free and democratic future.”5

Although the administration has typically explained the unbreakable
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nature of this Atlantic partnership by referring to common values, occasionally
it has accounted for it in the more pragmatic terms of realpolitik, particularly
since September 11. U.S. Ambassador to NATO Nicholas Burns, for example,
explained it to his NATO colleagues this way: “With Europe’s contributions in
mind, we Americans remember something else today: that despite our awesome
power, we cannot go it alone in the world. America needs our friends and, espe-
cially, our NATO Allies. Neither isolationism nor unilateralism can ever be
America’s course.”

Third, in the Bush Administration’s construction of history, America’s
relationship with the nations of Eastern Europe has always been one of friend-
ship. In this view, the correct understanding of the Cold War is not that NATO
nations and Warsaw Pact nations were pitted against each other in a potentially
deadly geopolitical rivalry or competition between socio-economic systems, but
that NATO and Pact nations were brothers in a struggle against evil, a struggle
in which the Pact nations in fact bore the heaviest burden. Given this history,
the nations of Eastern Europe are to be honored rather than regarded with sus-
picion. As President Bush proclaimed, “These heroic nations have survived
tyranny, they have won their liberty and earned their place among free nations.
America has always considered them friends, and we will always be proud to
call them allies.”6 The fact that Eastern European military facilities and, pre-
sumably, cities had for decades been included in American nuclear targeting
options, and that Eastern European troops and American troops might well have
come into combat against each other, has been excised from this version of his-
tory.

Given this construction of history – this claim for America’s firm,
faithful, brotherly stand on the side of freedom, and in opposition to whatever
face evil presented – the American understanding of the future – that is, that
America can be relied upon with certainty to protect others in the community of
freedom when they are threatened – follows logically. As President Bush reas-
sured Romania upon their accession to NATO membership, “The promises of
our Alliance are sacred, and we will keep our pledges to all the nations that join
us. … As a NATO ally, you can have this confidence – no one will be able to
take away the freedom of your country.”7

Transforming the Alliance

While the administration’s vision of NATO is thus built on what it regards as
two great continuities – continuity in the underlying, essential nature of the
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adversary (evil itself) and in America’s commitment to oppose it – at the same
time the administration understands its policies as representing fundamental
change. As Secretary of State Powell has candidly observed, the enlargement of
NATO is conceived as “part of an ambitious agenda whose goal is to transform
the Alliance.”8

Part of this transformation reflects the changed face of evil, from
Soviet Communism to tyranny and terror. We will discuss the implications of
this below. More fundamentally, however, it reflects the administration’s belief
that the time has come for a basic change in strategy. According to this view,
mankind’s struggle against evil has entered a new phase.

There are several key elements in the administration’s analysis. First,
evil’s ultimate defeat is certain. Second, however, evil has not yet been van-
quished. We have not reached “the end of history.” America and NATO must not
let down their guard, but must gird themselves for renewed battle. Third, even
while continuing the struggle, we must acknowledge that an important victory
has been won, and celebrate this fact. (Thus it is logically possible for the
President to assert in the same speech both that “the long night of fear, uncer-
tainty, and loneliness is over” and that “our alliance of freedom is being tested
again by new and terrible dangers.”9)

Fourth, the gains that have been won in that victory are irreversible.
There will be no more setbacks in Europe, like those of Munich and Yalta. One
of the things the President means when he says “No more Munichs” and “No
more Yaltas” is that “we will not trade away the fate of free European peo-
ples.”10 The promise associated with NATO membership is that “from now on,
what you build, you keep. No one can take away your freedom or your coun-
try.”11

Fifth, this victory represented a watershed (not an end, but nonetheless
the beginning of the end) in human history and in the struggle of free peoples
to preserve for themselves, and to regain for all of humanity, their birthright of
freedom. As Secretary of State Powell explained to the Senate in making the
case for NATO enlargement, “the West’s victory in the Cold War and the defeat
of Soviet communism signaled a decisive turning point in modern history – a
victory for freedom and democracy.”12

If we are to understand the administration’s attitude and policies
toward NATO, it is necessary to take seriously this description of the winning
of the Cold War as a “turning point” in humanity’s struggle for freedom. On the
one hand, the struggle continues, and the Alliance remains central to dealing
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with challenges ranging from ethnic cleansing to international terrorism. On the
other hand, the current world situation presents an “historic opportunity,” as the
President observed in his National Security Strategy.13 Thanks to victories over
fascism, militarism, and communism, we now have the best opportunity since
the rise of the nation-state in the seventeenth century to harness the power of the
world’s great nations to pull together toward peace, rather than to work in oppo-
sition to each other.14 “We will work to translate this moment of influence into
decades of peace, prosperity, and liberty. … The aim of this strategy is to help
make the world not just safer but better.”15 This moment, though, calls for a new
strategy.

Americans are inclined to think of war as having two phases: an ini-
tial, defensive phase in which defeat is averted and core values are preserved,
and then a second phase in which the enemy is rolled back and victory is ulti-
mately achieved. At the juncture between these two phases lies the turning
point. This is where we now stand.

In the administration’s reading of history, the Cold War lies in the
defensive phase: “As the Iron Curtain fell across Europe, and walls and barbed
wire were raised, the free nations of Europe and the United States gathered their
will and courage and formed the greatest alliance of liberty. Through forty win-
ters of Cold War, NATO defended the security of the Western world, and held
in trust the idea of freedom for all the peoples of Europe.”16 This phase ended
when “the peoples of Central and Eastern Europe took history into their own
hands and took back their rights and freedom.”17 Or, as the President explained
when he visited NATO headquarters in Belgium on his way to Warsaw in 2001,
“Our nations established NATO to provide security for the free peoples of
Europe and North America; to build a grand alliance of freedom to defend val-
ues which were won at great cost. We’ve succeeded, in part. The NATO
Alliance deterred the Soviet Union. It provided the time and space for free peo-
ples to defeat communism. … Now we have a great opportunity to build a
Europe whole, free and at peace, with this grand alliance of liberty at its very
core. That work has begun.”18

Even at that early date, before Warsaw and before Prague, the
President made clear that the work that was now begun involved not the defense
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of freedom but its extension. It involved acknowledging Central and Eastern
Europe’s great victory and guaranteeing the permanence of freedom’s sway
through the admission of new members to NATO. It involved reaching out to
other freedom-loving peoples through new partnerships. And it involved con-
fronting evil in its new forms by stopping terrorism and overthrowing tyranny
in the Balkans. 

An Enlarged House

The first new agenda item that the United States has insisted must be part of
NATO’s transformation has thus been admission of new members to the
Alliance. It is easy from a post-Prague or even post-Warsaw perspective to for-
get that prior to 2001 the notion of a “large” second round of NATO enlargement
was dismissed in most American circles, as in most European ones, as both
implausible and misguided. Enlargement, if it took place, would probably, it was
presumed, be limited to a smoothing out of NATO’s logical geo-military borders
– possibly simply adding Slovenia and Slovakia to the Alliance to eliminate the
geographic anomaly of Hungarian membership and to solidify NATO’s Balkan
front. Admission of the Baltic states was generally regarded as geo-political
folly; it would needlessly provoke Russian hostility and – since, if the Baltic
states were ever attacked in force, they would be nearly impossible to defend
with conventional means – lower the nuclear threshold in Europe. Enlargement
to include Romania and Bulgaria was typically seen as a net military loss, as the
ability of these states to contribute militarily to the defense of the Alliance would
be more than offset by the cost of modernizing their forces to NATO standards
and by the potential disputes into which they could conceivably drag it.

As Deputy National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley explained six
weeks before Prague, “in the first round of enlargement we were still stuck in
the Cold War logic that assume[d] that more members meant a greater burden
rather than a greater benefit. That by expanding the perimeter of NATO’s defen-
sive line we were adding to our problems.”19

Part of the shift in American attitude between the first and second
rounds of enlargement, of course, reflected a changed evaluation of the securi-
ty threat, from a concern about large-scale, cross-border invasions to worries
about Balkan dictators and Islamic terrorists. As Hadley continued, “Today we
are moving beyond this old-think. If, for example, Romania enters the Alliance,
we will spend little time worrying about defending Romania against a hypothet-
ical Soviet threat. We will spend time finding the best possible use for
Romania’s capabilities, such as its battalion-strength combat unit, the Red
Scorpions, that is already serving in Afghanistan.”20
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Without any disrespect to the combat troops and specialized military
capabilities the new allies provide, however, the desire to add these to the
Alliance’s order of battle hardly fully explains the shift in the American posi-
tion.21 To understand why the United States approached the Prague NATO
Summit arguing that “we should not calculate how little we can get away with,
but how much we can do to advance the cause of freedom,” it is necessary to
recognize that the Bush Administration’s decision to understand the struggle as
being one of good against evil, not of West against East or of liberalism against
totalitarianism, has important and logically necessary implications for Alliance
strategies.22

Given this distinctive construction of history, the complete erasure of
Yalta’s division of Europe into two halves was seen as a necessary step toward
rectifying a long-standing wrong. “Yalta did not ratify a natural divide, it divid-
ed a living civilization,” President Bush proclaimed. “The partition of Europe
was not a fact of geography, it was an act of violence.”23 But for the Bush
Administration the issue was not simply that Yalta embodied a lie and represent-
ed an act of evil and that there was a moral duty to reverse these actions. It was
also that NATO had no moral meaning or purpose if the applicant nations were
barred from membership and if their brotherhood in the struggle against evil
were denied. If “Europe” and the Euro-Atlantic community were to be defined
by their embrace of the essential elements of “good” political life – political
freedom, economic freedom, and a democratic society – and not by geopoliti-
cal concerns, then the applicant nations were (at least arguably) in truth already
part of these communities. Continuing to exclude them was perpetuating a lie,
an injustice in itself. 

Given the weight that the administration’s reading of history placed on
truth, moral courage and vision, and faith in winning the ongoing struggle
against evil, and given the way it read twentieth-century history to underscore
the presence of these in American policy toward Europe, a small enlargement
of NATO (or no enlargement at all) would logically be both a losing strategy
(since it denied truth, lacked moral courage, and abandoned faith) and a viola-
tion of America’s own history of constancy. Once one understands the distinc-
tive historical and intellectual framework within which the Administration oper-
ates, the decision in favor of maximal expansion of NATO appears preordained.

Correcting Europe’s boundaries – done most definitively in the
American view through changing NATO’s boundaries – was seen as an exercise
in speaking truth to (admittedly defunct) power. “Our goal is to erase the false
lines that have divided Europe for too long,” the President announced in
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Warsaw. “The future of every European nation must be determined by the
progress of internal reform, not the interests of outside powers. Every European
nation that struggles toward democracy and free markets and a strong civic cul-
ture must be welcomed into Europe’s home.”24

Enlarging NATO was thus first and foremost a means of consolidating
liberty, to make sure that the victory of the Cold War was in fact irreversible and
would not be subverted by evil wearing a new face. Assistant Secretary of State
A. Elizabeth Jones made this argument forcefully: “As the President makes
clear, U.S. foreign policies must start from our core belief in freedom and
democracy ‘and look for ways to expand liberty.’ This is the underlying logic of
NATO’s enlargement, to integrate the countries to the east of NATO, [and] for-
mer members of the Soviet Union, into the community of shared Western val-
ues, and into the Western institutions – of which NATO is the most important –
that define and defend those values.”25

Conceptualizing the struggle as one between good and evil also meant
a redefinition of who was a useful ally. The Administration’s intellectual con-
struction of the situation had two consequences.

First, although the applicant countries might not, on balance, be mili-
tarily useful contributors in wars against the old faces of evil – that is, they
might not be net assets in a conventional interstate war that might threaten the
sovereign territory of current NATO members – against the new faces of evil
they might in fact be of great help. If, as the Administration argued, the evil
against which NATO warred must be understood in terms of tyrants (such as
Milosevic in the Balkans) and terrorists, then these applicant states might pos-
sess critical military resources, either in terms of intelligence capabilities or in
terms of bases and air space. Thus, after reviewing the contributions of the
applicant states to the war on terror, Under-Secretary of State Grossman blunt-
ly summarized the Administration’s conclusion: “Bringing in new members will
extend the area of security and stability in Europe and bring new allies into our
struggle against terrorism. … If we are to meet new threats to our security, we
need to build the broadest and strongest coalition possible of countries that
share our values and are able to act effectively with us.”26

More important, however, if NATO’s struggle were correctly under-
stood as a moral struggle against evil, as the Administration’s reading of histo-
ry suggested, in which victory ultimately went to the side with greater moral
courage, faith, and access to transcendent truth, then the contribution of the new
allies might be even more substantial. By virtue of their own struggles, they
would bring to the Alliance an enormous new reservoir of moral strength.
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The notion that the enemy is evil itself thus not only suggested the
brotherhood existing between the more longstanding members of the Alliance
and former members of the Warsaw Pact, but also suggested the unique qualifi-
cations of Eastern European nations for membership. Speaking to a Romanian
audience, the President mused, “Your country also brings moral clarity to our
NATO Alliance. You value freedom because you have lived without it. You
know the difference between good and evil because you have seen evil’s face.
The people of Romania understand that aggressive dictators cannot be appeased
or ignored; they must always be opposed.”27

This influx of fresh moral strength is necessary because there is a dan-
ger that the forces of good will become complacent in confronting evil – “it’s
the normal reaction for people to just kind of settle back and hope that some-
thing doesn’t exist.”28 By this line of thinking, the vivid memory of evil pos-
sessed by the new allies represented a valuable antidote to this complacency. 

This, from an American perspective, meant that the new members of
the Alliance would be willing to join in the necessary struggle to destroy evil
where it lurked and in the task to spread freedom across the globe. Where the
“old” Europe hesitated, the “new” Europe would be courageous and bold. As
the President explained, in acknowledging and thanking the U.S. Senate for its
unanimous vote to admit new members into NATO, “in the battle of
Afghanistan, nations from Central and Eastern Europe supplied soldiers and
special forces and peacekeepers to help defeat the Taliban, to help destroy the
terrorists and to bring freedom to the Afghan people. In the battle of Iraq,
Central and Eastern European countries have stood with America and our coali-
tion to end a grave threat to peace, and to rid Iraq of a brutal … regime. The
peoples of Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, and
Slovenia have a fresh memory of tyranny. And they know the consequences of
complacency in the face of danger.”29

Thus, specifically in response to the question of what NATO’s new
members would contribute to the Alliance, given the modest size of their mili-
tary capabilities, the President bluntly argued: “I do believe they can contribute
something really important, and that is they can contribute their love for free-
dom. These are countries which have lived in totalitarian states. … And now
they’ve seen freedom and they love freedom … and that’s going to … add some
vigor to the relationship in NATO that’s healthy and wholesome.”30
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The Russian Partnership, and the Completion of the European Project

The first new element in the transformation of NATO thus had to be the admis-
sion of new members. Even with this enlargement, however, victory in the great
battle for Europe remains incomplete. NATO still remains short of its goal of cre-
ating a single Europe, united and free, from the Atlantic to the Urals. The Euro-
Atlantic project is still unfinished. Another new element in NATO strategy is thus
required. This second factor in NATO’s transformation, necessary to ensure free-
dom across Europe, involves the redefinition of how NATO deals with Europe
outside its borders. During the Cold War, NATO’s boundary was seen as a wall. 

Given the Bush Administration’s understanding of the current struggle
and of history, the completion of the European project demands that NATO use
its power and influence to effect a positive transformation in the realm beyond
its frontiers. The European project requires a consolidation of liberty in Russia
and Russia’s integration into Europe as a friend and, hopefully, a partner in the
work of peace-building. It requires an end to tyranny in the odd corners of
Europe (the Balkans and Belarus) that made a wrong turn in the post–Cold War
years – that is, places where evil returned wearing another face. It requires mak-
ing sure that the Ukraine does not make a wrong turn and that it, too, becomes
a friend and partner. And it requires seeing to it that freedom is established in
the Eurasian borderlands of the Caucasus and Central Asia. For the most part,
the completion of the European project thus involves politico-economic-cultur-
al engagement with NATO’s European neighbors. In the former Yugoslavia,
however, it has called for military intervention. 

Obviously, the most critical element in this transformation and the
completion of the European project is the first: a new Russian relationship. “We
want Russia to be a partner and an ally – a partner in peace, a partner in democ-
racy, a country that embraces freedom, a country that enhances the security of
Europe,” President Bush declared in Warsaw. “The definition of the relationship
will evolve over time but, first and foremost, it’s got to start with the simple
word, ‘friend.’”31

This new relationship requires changes on both sides. For the NATO
Allies, it requires, as National Security Advisor Rice has argued, recognition
“that this is a new day for Europe; that the Cold War is over; that one of the most
important aspects of the new Europe is a welcoming and open invitation to
Russia to take a rightful place in Europe; that Russia has some important choic-
es to make about its commitment to democratic principles and institutions,
about its willingness and ability to live at peace with its neighbors, about its
commitment to economic reform; but that the President’s vision of Europe is
one in which Russia belongs, and fully belongs.”32
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While the American vision does not seem to extend so far as to include
the possibility of Russia joining NATO, this understanding of a growing part-
nership between NATO and Russia opens the door to – and indeed demands –
an unconstrained and ever-expanding agenda for cooperation. “We have done
more than just settle old business. We are now entering new territory,” Stephen
Hadley stated. “Our purpose is to build common security with Russia. Our
means are the common projects we have agreed upon, such as developing a
joint threat assessment and co-operation on civil emergencies. But we can and
should do more. As we tend to this new relationship we must think ambitious-
ly and creatively, asking fundamental questions. For example, should NATO
and Russia develop military capabilities to work together to face terrorist
threats?”33

The obstacle blocking such cooperation is not material but mental. It
is memory itself that poses the challenge. As Hadley put it, “It has been over a
decade since NATO and Russia viewed each other through concertina wire with
hostility. Now we must overcome the habits of mind that linger over a divide of
different perspectives and different histories.”34

Beyond Russia, and beyond the uncertainty of developments in the
Ukraine, lie the Caucasus and Central Asia. The intellectual challenge in this
case is to recognize that these regions now lie within the ambit of NATO’s con-
cerns. As Nicholas Burns stated, the new faces of evil reduce the importance of
geographic distance: “We must reach eastward to create new political and mil-
itary ties with the states of Central Asia and the Caucasus. … As NATO seeks
in the future to respond to the threat of terrorism and to instability in the arc of
countries ranging from North Africa to the Middle East to South Asia, we need
the active support of Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaijan, of Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan to protect us and them
from the many dangers we all now confront.”35

The Global Mission

In the Bush Administration’s perspective, a transformed NATO will not only
complete the European project through enlargement and its engagement with
the “other” Europe, but it will also necessarily look beyond Europe, and even
beyond Europe’s near frontiers. It will adopt a global perspective. Two entirely
distinct justifications for this new global perspective have been offered.

At times, this new global mission for NATO is explained in terms of a
moral duty. Because the values of NATO are universal rather than civilization-
al, they are the birthright not simply of Europeans and North Americans but of
all humanity. The duty that mankind has toward his fellows in this case has
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global, not merely continental, reach. As the President put it in his Warsaw
speech, “Those who have benefited most from the commitment to freedom and
openness have an obligation to help others that are seeking their way along that
path. This is why our trans-Atlantic community must have priorities beyond the
consolidation of European peace.”36 As the President explained to his Polish
audience, the same moral imperative that drove the United States to help
Western Europe in the 1940s and 1950s, and that drove the United States and
Western Europe to embrace Poland in the 1990s, now impelled the United
States, Western Europe, and Poland together to come to the assistance of other
freedom-loving peoples. “Now, we and others can only go forward together.
The question no longer is what others can do for Poland, but what America and
Poland can do for the rest of the world.”37

At other times, however, the necessity for NATO to conceive of its
mission in global terms is explained in terms of the new global, rather than
regional, nature of the threat posed to the free Atlantic community. In other
words, as Stephen Hadley explained, “NATO’s core mission has not changed.
What has changed is the source of the threats to our countries.”38 The embodi-
ment of evil that now endangers free peoples is terrorists and tyrants – “these
threats are likely to come less from massing great armies than from small shad-
owy bands of terrorists. Less from strong states than from weak or failed states,
including those led by aggressive dictators,”39 and they are likely to come “less
from inside Europe than from exotic locales beyond Europe.”40

As far as the United States is concerned, according to Deputy National
Security Adviser Hadley, this understanding of the changed threats confronting
NATO that were acknowledged by the Alliance in 2001 “effectively ended the
in-area/out-of-area debate that had burned up so much of our time and energies
throughout the 1990s. A historical line has been crossed. NATO will go to the
Article V threats wherever they are.”41

New Capabilities

The third new item on the Administration’s transformative agenda for NATO
grows both from the second enunciated element (the new relationship with
Europe outside of NATO’s borders) and from the new global mission imagined
for NATO. Both of these imply a necessary transformation in the Alliance’s
capabilities. “In devising a new Strategic Concept in 1999, NATO defined these
new threats explicitly, noting that ‘new risks to Euro-Atlantic peace and stabil-
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ity were becoming clearer – oppression, ethnic conflict, the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, and the global spread of weapons technology and
terrorism’,” Marc Grossman stated. “In order first to deter and then to defend
ourselves against these new threats, NATO needs to be able to deploy at short
notice flexible and well-armed forces capable of conducting sustained opera-
tions anywhere in the world.”42

It is not simply the new interventionist or expeditionary character of
NATO forces and the new – that is to say, global – geographic domain in which
they will have to operate that poses a challenge. It is also the sheer unpre-
dictability of the circumstances under which they will be needed. For all the dif-
ficulties posed by the Soviet Communist face of evil, at least it was predictable
in a way that tyranny and terrorism are not. The lesson of recent history drawn
by American leaders is that NATO will need to develop greater military and
political flexibility. “We need to think hard about the lessons of the Afghanistan
campaign, and what we might need in the future. In addition to new capabilities
we need new NATO structures that will allow us to package capabilities to fit
new sorts of missions.”43

What goes unsaid, of course, is that the sort of transformation of capa-
bilities that is being promoted by the United States also demands a fundamen-
tal political transformation, one that presumably deepens and makes more fun-
damental the Atlantic relationship, or at least the relationship between European
members of the Alliance. Acquiring the new capabilities demanded by the
United States will require a pooling of resources among NATO members, since
individual member-states will, typically, be unable to afford all of the critical
capabilities identified (e.g., “defenses against nuclear, chemical and biological
weapons, both protection and detection”; “better counter-terrorism capabili-
ties”; “ground surveillance”; “strategic air lift”; and “precision strike capabili-
ties, meaning more unmanned aerial vehicles, [and] more precision-guided
munitions”44). As most of the NATO members become increasingly specialized
providers of niche capabilities, they will inevitably become more interdepend-
ent. Indeed, as U.S. policymakers have suggested, affording these new capabil-
ities is likely to demand that members abandon what has been both a symbol
and a pillar of the modern nation-state: mass conscript armies.45

Where the obstacle faced by the United States in advancing the other
two new elements of NATO transformation has been (from the American per-
spective) a failure of imagination, the obstacle in the case of the third element has
been a failure of will and resolve. As American spokesmen repeatedly point out,
what needs to be done has been identified. NATO members, however, have been
reluctant to pay the necessary price to carry through on their verbal commitments.
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Conclusions

A careful reading of Bush Administration statements thus suggests a fascinat-
ing, intellectually coherent – if not necessarily intellectually convincing –
account of the past, present, and future of the Atlantic partnership. Starting with
a framework that emphasizes the struggle of good against evil, this administra-
tion has constructed a history that emphasizes American constancy – American
faith in a Europe whole, free, and at peace, American partnership in the Atlantic
Alliance, and American friendship with all the nations of Europe – and the
changing face, though not fundamental character, of the evil confronted. 

This conceptualization of the world and this account of Atlantic histo-
ry logically imply both the continued centrality of the NATO Alliance and the
need to transform that Alliance. The three new requirements articulated by the
Bush Administration – new members for NATO, new relationships with non-
NATO Europe, and new capabilities – as well as the Administration’s insistence
on globalizing NATO’s perspective follow directly from this understanding of
reality.

Ironically, it is the very coherence and internal consistency of the Bush
Administration’s vision – a vision based on a belief in a universal, enduring
struggle of good against evil, in which NATO has always played and will
always play a central role – that is likely to prove problematic for the Alliance.
The extraordinary coherence and the self-justifying internal consistency of the
Administration’s understanding of the world and of history is likely to convince
it that this understanding is both accurate and universally shared. Allies who
start with a different conception of the nature of world politics, or of good and
evil, or of the history of the Atlantic relationship, are likely to find themselves
challenging not only particular American policies but the entire American cos-
mology. Because the injunction, “No more Munichs, no more Yaltas,” is likely
to have very different meanings for different audiences, the next stopping point
on the road that has led from Warsaw to Prague may be more problematic than
the Bush Administration assumes.
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